THE RED RIVER AGGIE
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First ROtl'--SORENSON. JACOBSON. MILLER. I-{()C;ENSOI"'. SoRENSON, l\1ILLER. TELSON.
Second ROTL'-AAKRE. GUNDI::.RSON. NELSON. GIBBONS. SoREl\SON, \VALTERS. ERJCKSO~

Third

Rote-LCCHAU. DA\JDS. HOWARD. HAl'-.'SON. GAl'\;ORUD. NELSON, BALK.

HE dvanced Class is composed of a group of persons who, reali3ing
that education is not completed by a diploma. have returned to their
alma mater to enlarge upon their knowledge in the academic branches, in
preparation for a school of higher learning. They realize that preparedness
is the only guarantee of efficiency. They believe with Pope that "a little
learning is a dangerous thing," and have taken it to mean that too many are
satisfied with a mediocre plane of living. Today there is need of men who can
perform a task a triAe better than other men, who. in trying to better their
own station in life or in business. do not forget to educate or help someone
to fill their places when their merits prove them worthy of promotion. By
helping those with us, we are inversely applying the dictum. "Boost your
superior, then take his place." With such a view toward life, and with such
an attitude toward mutual helpfulness, obviously one will not be progre ing
with selfish motives, for he will be a stimulating example and help to those
with whom he comes in contact in his daily life. A person with such ideals
will be loyal to his country and will be rendering to mankind a service that
will be reRected throughout the generations to come.
low since an education tends to promote such achievements. it is worth while that we avail
ourselves of every opportunity to further our learning.
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Ad.vanced. Class Basket BaH
The Advanced Class, after having their first practice, felt that they \ ere
ready to play any team from a "Busy Bee Sewing Club" to Yale. The following was their lineup:
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